John wood 4r100

Home Powerstroke Diesel 7. Add to Wish List Email a friend. Questions about this item? Ask
here. Build time days. Choose Options. Truck Info:. Put me on the Waiting List. This will help
extend the life of the transmission and converter. Each valve body is custom made for your
application and horsepower goals. Shift firmness will be dependant on horsepower level. The
higher the power, the more firm the shifts will be set, but the shifting is always firm and quick
without harsh slamming shifts. Enter the following information in the notes area above:.
Approximate HP 2. Tuning 3. Gear Ratio 4. Tire Size 5. Using for Towing or Performance 6.
Engine Modifications 7. With a chip reburn you will eliminate the hard shifting. The shifting
should now solely come from the transmission and not electronically through your tune. Rating
Snapshot Select a row below to filter reviews. Average Customer Ratings 4. View All Reviews.
This has been the best upgrade I have done to my truck it took the hard slam shifting out of it,it
is consistent and firm but not hard. Perfect pair with my hydra chip! Highly recommend this for
everyone that has a powerstroke that put a tune on and still wants nice shifting. Very easy
installation. Did you find this helpful? I have yet to complete my build, but I can say it has been
a refreshing experience dealing with full force diesel! Great people great business. I will use
them again. Worried my stock transmission wouldn't hold my new injectors Full Force Diesel
recommend I install this valve body. BTS is well know. My truck has firm confident shifts now.
I'm feeling good about my transmission durability now. Shifts faster and still smooth. It can be a
little rough sometimes but I found very satisfying, and I'm sure if you do a lot of towing that
you'll find it especially great. I got a chip and this at the same time but I really like how the
torque converter automatically locks in 3rd when slowing down. Got chip reburned for valve
body and had to buy another normal ts chip. Truck would shift to hard into gears no matter what
speed it was at. It actually runs a lot better with ts chip then it does with the reburned chip. Q:
Can I install this valve body built to the specs I want before I have the other power upgrades
done first? A: Yes it won't hurt anything. You'll have to consider your chip programming. It
needs to have the transmission tuning taken out or you'll have to firm of shifts. That could
potentially damage or stress the transmission. Was this answer helpful? Reward Points. Related
Items. Usually Ships in 24 to 48 Hours. Add To Cart. Usually Ships in 24 Hours. Select Options.
Dieselsite Tru-Cool Transmission Cooler. Usually ships in 24 hours. Usually Ships in days.
Browse Similar Items. Online Chat. Please note: Each valve body is built tuned specifically to
your trucks modifications to ensure guranteed satisfaction. To place an order:. Send an email
with the following information:. Once order is received it will be placed on our build list. Expect
a phone call for payment within a few days of ordering. Built for the stock daily driver to the
high HP extreme load carrying vehicle. Offers smooth shifting for a comfortable ride. This
transmission is built for trucks with high performance modifications, high HP, street driven,
weekend racer, with big lift, big tires, etc. Also performs shorter shift duration, which decreases
heat generated and reduces slippage and wear on the friction plates. Machined coast clutch
drum for durability and stronger engine breaking. Re-engineered center support. Exclusive full
rollerized Intermediate and Low reverse planetary gear train. All clutch packs have increased
clutch count to meet the demands of high HP, but still smooth enough to tow without rattling
the dash when shifting. Converter is a true triple disc converter that includes full roller bearings
in addition to a 5 axis machined billet stator to make it the most efficient converter on the
market. Valve body is tuned to match your truck's specs so perfect operation is obtained.
Copyright John Wood Automotive. All rights reserved. Web Hosting by Yahoo! Try it free for 14
days. View Full Image. Diesel Power Magazine how to. The release of Ford's Super Duty in
kick-started an explosion of aftermarket performance parts for the revamped 7. But dieselheads
quickly found the weak link: the 4R transmission. One shop that's been specializing in 4Rs and
any Ford transmission, for that matter since the beginning of diesel truck performance is John
Wood Automotive. Over the last decade and a half, owner John Wood has seen all kinds of
transmission failures, and each bulletproof transmission he puts together today is the result of
extensive, hands-on research and development. With a full line of transmissions for Ford
trucks, he's built a reputation of doing the little things that make an automatic durable, reliable,
efficient, smooth shifting, and according to his customers-indestructible. Over the winter we got
our hands on an '00 Ford F Super Duty with an ailing factory automatic transmission and took it
to Wood. Once there, we were able to see his expertise in action, as he transformed the stock,
burnt-up 4R into a rock-solid, tow- and track-ready unit. Affordably Priced Thanks to longtime
engineering friend John Corrao who has offered an array of knowledge over the years , Wood is
able to build a transmission unlike anything else offered on the diesel truck market. Wood's
entry-level transmission called the Tow Master features a triple-disc torque converter with a
billet front cover, new clutch plates, custom pressure plates, a modified coast clutch drum and
reverse hub assembly, a modified valvebody, and is rated to support hp at the wheels. But don't
let the low price mislead you. By machining his own components and doing nearly everything

in-house, Wood is able to keep his overhead costs very low. Shifting Mannerisms We don't
know what it is about the aftermarket, but neck-snapping shifts aren't ideal in built automatics
intended for street use, or in towing applications. Once the tires spin and traction is lost during
a hard shift you've often already lost the race, or some of your towing momentum there's
nothing worse than anticipating a whiplash-like shift with 12, pounds behind you. We agree with
Wood that the best shift a transmission can make is a nice, clean shift transition with a very
quick rpm drop-not one so firm you feel it in the truck's dash. Sources Transgo. More Photos
View Slideshow. By Mike McGlothlin. Follow Truck Trend Network Facebook. Truck Trend
Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and
promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Trucktrend Network. By
subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. We offer modified valve
bodies from John Wood Automotive because it is our experience that they are one of the best
offered in the industry. A JW Valve Body will help to firm up shifting, while keeping the shifts
crisp and not banging into gear. Also performs shorter shift duration, which decreases heat
generated and reduces slippage and wear on the friction plates. Please note that there is a 3
week window for core returns from when you receive the shipment. If the core isn't recieved
back 21 days from customer reciept then your core charge will be forfeited. Great shifts , no
more sliding into gears , firm but not too firm! Great product! Love it! After installing VB, the
shifts are so smooth its hard to tell it even shifted. But I thought I put mine in wrong location
Direction say front and I installed in rear near the driveshaft. Added this to my list of parts on
my truck and with the custom tuning from my truck shifts perfect! Feels like a whole different
transmission. Locks up sooner and much faster shifts. This should be the first mod anyone
does to their 7. Highly recommended. Excellent no delay between shifts anyone feels much
better. Installation was a breeze. Transmission was acting like a 5 speed prior to install instead
of 4. Old valve body appears to have had a broken spring in it. Shifts now are really quick and
firm almost a bit to stiff but its probably alot better for the transmission. Highly recommend to
anyone having any similar issues with there 4r Great product thanks riff raff. Part swapped in
and out pretty easy. Must have is an in-lb torque wrench. Transmission shifts much better now
and my shift flare is eliminated. This truck is nearly 12, lbs empty. The John Woods Valve body
immediately cured flaring on shifts and a hard shift. Every shift now, up or down is flawless in
every respect. Manufacturer: John Wood. You save. Current Stock:. Rating Required Select
Rating 1 star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Review Subject Required.
Comments Required. John Wood 4R Valve Body We offer modified valve bodies from John
Wood Automotive because it is our experience that they are one of the best offered in the
industry. Highly recommended Excellent no delay between shifts anyone feels much better
Installation was a breeze. Great product thanks riff raff Part swapped in and out pretty easy.
Quick view Choose Options. Quick view Add to Cart. Ford Motor Company 6. Continue
Shopping View or edit your cart. Login View Cart 0 Checkout. Toggle navigation Menu. John
Wood Valve Body. This item requires Vehicle Fitment , please select Vehicle first! OR if you
know the Part Number you need, select from Options below. Options: JWVB. Quantity Add to
Cart. Email this product to a friend. They are configured to offer improvements in shift quality
without being harsh and without causing the "reverse delay" found in some shift kit
configurations. It should also work great with other tuning due to not being overly aggressive in
the shift firmness. If you don't have access to the correct tool, we recommend having a qualified
mechanic perform the installation. We can supply you with a quality filter if you don't want to
supply your own. We have also included an option for us to supply you with a pre-paid at a
discounted rate UPS return label for your valve body core. This will allow you to simply seal
your clean valve body core and core return form back up in the same box we sent you, cover
the old label with the new one and give it to any UPS driver or drop-off without having to hassle
with shipping details. Cores received after 30 days will receive a pro-rated refund. Please
remember that the valve body you are ordering was once a core that someone else was kind
enough to return Related Products 2 Total Related Products. Customer Reviews 5. Only
registered customers can rate. Worth every penny. Fixed my hard shift into 3rd and cleaned up
the shifting across the board. Was this comment helpful? Great product. Really smoothed out
the shifting. Now I have quick firm shifts. Well worth the money. Awesome product! I was
experiencing slippage and either hard shifts or no shifts from 3rd to 4th. Now under moderate
acceleration my shifts are smooth and positive. The only issue I have sometimes going form
2nd to 3rd under light acceleration, sometimes I get some bucking because it can't decide
which gear it should be in. I think this means I need to re-image my chip, but not sure exactly
how to do that. Any advice would be greatly helpful. Thanks for an awesome product, it's living
up to all the hype! I did this mod with a bypass kit, filter, Derale Deep Pan and a Mishimoto 37

row cooler. My trans temps are at a record low. Towing 14K uphill they hit to The John Woods
valve Body is by far the best upgrade i have done to my truck. Cleaned up lagging shifts and
performs awesome. I added this with K on my trans and it feels like its brand new. Dont think
about it, do it. Thanks Strickly Diesel. All i can say is wow. Really cleaned up shifting on my
early 99 psd. I was experiencing a lot of shift flare and this valve body has really cleaned it up. I
am very pleased.. This has been the best upgrade to my truck yet. I was experiencing shifting
that hit a lot harder than I liked using an older Edge chip and now a new Hydra tuner. I feared it
was causing damage to my trans, it wasn't neck breaking, but enough to rattle things around. I
run a Hydra tuner and haven't used the tunes specific for a valve body, just because it's so
awesome. When running on stock tune, I can barely feel it shift some times. Money well spent
and I highly recommend it. Install wasn't bad, make sure you have the right torque wrench. Two
thumbs up, 5 stars, AAA. You will not be disappointed. Fixed the slow shifts that made them
both feel like the transmissions were slipping between shifts. Wow shifts went from loosely
goosey to tight as a nun. Very quic
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k and precise shifts not rough at all! Feels like a new vehichle. Also got rid of the shudder I had
with light throttle and got rid of the delay when shifting Into drive and reverse. My excursion
now shifts better than my superduty. Looks like another one of these are in my future. Super
easy install if you're already dropping the pan. Had shift flare between 3rd and OD, got the
package with filter and valve body and love the way it shifts now. Great product and a great
price. Looked at both Valve Body companies and decided to go with the John Wood and the
package Strictly Diesel put together. Great group to deal with and fast shipment. Easy for a guy
to do and I have never had the bottom off a tranny. Best shifting 7. Very happy with the deal and
get the shipping label to return. Showing comments of 11 Next Click Here to see all comments.
Frequently Asked Questions. You must sign in first to ask a question. Shopping Cart: 0 Items.
Your shopping cart is currently empty. Close Checkout.

